12:06p Woman greeted someone at front door, could not pick up conversation.

12:15P Conversation in background, cannot pick it up conversation between Model and other man.

12:20P Turned on radio, playing symphony music.

12:22P Typewriting can be heard over the symphony - man coughing.

1 PM Radio still on (symphony) typewriting still going on.

1:25P Phone rang, cannot hear conversation because of radio.

1½ 1:35P Phone rang - recorded - conversation with someone whom he told to "come over after work tomorrow".

1:40P Typewriting resumed by Model.

1:50P Knock on door, Model let woman in - conversation ensued (tried to record but it was background)

3½ 2:00P Model seems to be opening and closing drawers. Typewriting resumed.

6½-7 2:10P Model in conversation with man and woman, but cannot pick it up very well. Too far in background - seem to be talking about photography of a surrealistic nature. Model shows some xxx pictures of his to the two people - also talking about renting some suites of rooms in his place.

Man has a definite Spanish accent, asked Model about Spanish doctors in this area. Model mentioned leaving in a "couple of months". Attempt to record this conversation proved futile because it was too much in background. Model again started talking about photographs with the people - part of conversation is recorded.

11½ 3:00PM Pictures seemed to be of Japanese girls.

3:03P The two people left.